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DGASS Sorcerer 2019 – Audition Dialogue 

JOHN WELLINGTON WELLS 

 

MR. W.   Good day, sir.   

ALEXIS.   Good day – I believe you are a Sorcerer. 

MR. W.   Yes, sir, we practice Necromancy in all its branches.  We’ve a choice 

assortment of wishing-caps, divining-rods, amulets, charms, and counter-

charms.  We can cast you a nativity at a low figure, and we have a 

horoscope at three-and-six that we can guarantee.  Our Abudah chests, 

each containing a patent Hag who comes out and prophesies disasters, 

with spring complete, are strongly recommended.  Our Aladdin lamps are 

very chaste, and our Prophetic Tablets, foretelling everything – from a 

change of Ministry down to a rise in Unified – are much enquired for.  Our 

penny Curse – one of the cheapest things in the trade –is considered 

infallible.  We have some very superior Blessings, too, but they’re very 

little asked for.  We’ve only sold one since Christmas – to a gentleman who 

bought it to send to his mother-in-law – but it turned out that he was 

afflicted in the head, and it's been returned on our hands. But our sale of 

penny Curses, especially on Saturday nights, is tremendous.  We can’t turn 

’em out fast enough. 

SONG – My Name is John Wellington Wells 

ALEXIS.   I have sent for you to consult you on a very important matter.  I believe you 

advertise a Patent Oxy-Hydrogen Love-at-first-sight Philtre? 

MR. W.   Sir, it is our leading article.  (Producing a phial.) 

ALEXIS.   Now I want to know if you can confidently guarantee it as possessing all the 

qualities you claim for it in your advertisement? 

MR. W.   Sir, we are not in the habit of puffing our goods.  Ours is an old-established 

house with a large family connection, and every assurance held out in the 

advertisement is fully realized.  (hurt) 

ALINE.   (aside)  Oh, Alexis, don’t offend him!  He’ll change us into something dreadful – I 

know he will! 

ALEXIS.   I am anxious from purely philanthropical motives to distribute this philtre, 

secretly, among the inhabitants of this village.  I shall of course require a 

quantity.  How do you sell it? 

MR. W.   In buying a quantity, sir, we should strongly advise your taking it in the 

wood, and drawing it off as you happen to want it.  We have it in four-and-
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a-half and nine gallon casks – also in pipes and hogsheads for laying 

down, and we deduct 10 per cent from prompt cash. 

ALEXIS.   I should mention that I am a Member of the Army and Navy Stores. 

MR. W.   In that case we deduct 25 percent. 

 

 


